
At a Glance
Lead Discovery Biologics solves the data analysis 
problems that protein engineers face every day. With Lead 
Discovery Biologics, discovery biologists can now import, 
align, and analyze sequences from biological sequences 
and correlate the differences in those sequences to 
activity data to help speed biologics discovery.

Benefits

• Easily import sequences in range of industry standard formats

• Access to state of the art alignment algorithms allowing visualization 
of sequence differences

•	Ability	to	link	multiple	biological	data	tables	in	a	single	TIBCO	Spotfire® 
analysis	file

• Highly	interactive	visualization	and	filtering	facilitates	the	rapid	
identification	of	motifs	or	other	sequence	differences	correlated	to	activity

Data visualization with Sequence Intelligence
As biologics become a core focus area for novel therapeutics, the analysis of biological sequences in the context of drug candidate 
discovery is at the forefront of the drug discovery process. In addition, advances in genomic and proteomic technologies utilized for 
biologics discovery have generated large amounts of available genome, proteome sequence data. Today’s researchers are challenged 
with bringing all of this data together quickly, in order to identify protein drug candidates. 

Lead	Discovery	Biologics	combines	the	power	of	TIBCO	Spotfire® with biological sequence intelligence to allow researchers to propose 
better drug candidates faster. Lead Discovery Biologics is the optimal interactive tool for the investigation of a large number of 
sequences associated with biological activity data. It is well tailored towards the needs of biological scientists with capabilities including

• Sequence interpretation

• Sequence coloring to highlight differences (See Figure 1)

• Interactive 3D visualization of biopolymers

• LOGO plots are used to display the distribution of monomers at each position.  Annotations in Genbank records may be used to 
display active sites and functional units. Annotations may be viewed in both the Sequence Viewer and table plot. (See Figure 2)

• Sequence alignment, display gapped sequence alignment. State of the art alignment methods including ClustalΩ are available 

• Blast search on internal and external sequence data sources to combine all available sequences for your analyses

Lead	Discovery	Biologics	powered	by	TIBCO	Spotfire®
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Figure 2. Aligned sequences can be shown both in a trimmed view as well as with a logo plot to highlight sequence motifs

Figure 1. Aligned sequence can be displayed and shown in the context of other supporting analysis data

Lead	Discovery	Biologics	powered	by	TIBCO	Spotfire® has a wealth of visualization options for exploration and analysis 
of sequence data with correlated activity data.  The combined analysis of the sequence data and activity data will allow 
scientists	to	focus	in	on	sequence	differences	that	are	linked	to	efficacy,	safety	and	production	measures.	Having	access	to	
all of this data together will enable the discovery and nomination of the right drug candidate faster.

Lead	Discovery	Biologics	capability	can	be	accessed	via	all	clients	within	the	TIBCO	Spotfire® Platform (Analyst; Business 
Author and Consumer)


